Read this week's edition of the Community Game update.
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Stay up to date with news about the community game by following @RFU on Twitter
here.

Back In The Game Update
Read Online

1. ACTION REQUIRED
Regulation Reminder - Half Game Rule, Tours, Young Match Officials
As we head into the final part of the season, a reminder that clubs must have
Constituent Body approval before touring or hosting tours. Also, reminders
about the half game rule for age grade teams and support required for Young
Match Officials.
2. ACTION IF OF INTEREST
Back In The Game - Player Focus
Catch up on our ‘Back in the Game’ webinar explaining how to get involved in
the campaign over the next few weeks, and hear more about how flexible
playing offers can help keep games on.

Webinars & workshops
A round-up of the latest webinars and workshops to support clubs, including
information ahead of The Touch Union's official launch next month.
2024 Guinness Six Nations Ticket Allocation Update
A reminder for clubs to update their fixtures and record results in the GMS
system for all club games. By doing this, it will help with the indicative
allocation assigned to clubs this summer for the 2024 Guinness Six Nations.
3. FOR AWARENESS
Speak Up For Rugby's Core Values
Promoting the core values of the game and how to report any unacceptable
behaviour via the RFU’s Speak Up channels.
Video: Top Tips To Keep Your Game On
A reminder of how clubs and CBs have been successful in getting matches
played via a mixture of approaches including Game On principles, flexible
competitions and player/fixture exchanges.
News including LGBT+ history month, Young Match Officials, National
Youth Council
Read about Nathan Power, 16, who combines playing and refereeing.
Lancashire’s Typhoons RUFC receives National Diversity Award. A chance
for young people to join the National Youth Council and make and impact.
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